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What Kind of Mysticism is Found in the Works of
Ramon Llull?
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"Quale mistica in Ram6n Llull?"

Doctor Seraphicus, XI-II, 199 5, 53 -69

Translated by Edward Hagman, O.F.rVI. Cap.

f\ uch a question arises from the need to clari8r the nature and

\ characteristics of the mystical thought found in the worls of the
L-f Majorcan philosopher. We want to understand what definition we are
using when we say that Llull is a medieval mystic. This is no small
undertaking, and we certainly do not claim to be able to finish it here in a

few pages. The important thing-and this can be done even in a short
space-is to make it clear that when we speak of mysticism in Ramon Llull,
we are talking about a complex and many-faceted notion. We intend to list
its main characteristics, even though we know that any observations about
an author whose output is so huge are always bound to be somehow
incomplete.

That said, we need to make a series of preliminary remarks. First of
all, we should remember that thirteenth-century Majorca, with its high
society and its very special place in space and time, profoundly influenced
the life and work of Llull. Secondly, it would be well to identifr which of
Llull's works should be classified as mystical. Here we immediately need to
make another distinction borrowed from the great Llullian scholar, T.
Carreras i Artau, who separates Llull's'mystical'works into two groups. In
the first group he places works that deal with the art of prayer and
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contemplation; in the second he places worls "whose principal theme is
love," that is to say, those that are mystical in the stricter sense.r

We will discuss some of the works included in the second group,
especially the Book of the Loaer and the Beloaed and the Tree of Philosopby of
Loue. We will try to show how in the mystical works, "whose principal
theme is love," there is also a very strong rational and philosophical element.

For a preliminary sketch of the many features found in Llullian
mysticism, we turn for help to another great scholar of Ramon Llull,
Anthony Bonner. In the Catalan edition of the Ohres selectes d.i R. Llull, he
writes that "Llullian mysticism is a unique blend of three very different
elements: Muslim, secular and Christian."' This general definition (to
which, earlier in his text, Bonner adds the fundamental notion of Ars), will
serve as our guide as we try to list the chief sources of Llull's mysticism.

Regarding the first or Islamic element, we should recall first of all
that Lull spent several years studying the language, culture and religion of
the Muslims. Many times during his life he found himself discussing
philosophical and theological questions with Muslims. This practice already
indicates that Llull may have been acquainted with Islamic mysticism, but
we still have no more direct proof of this. In fact, in the Prologu e to the Book
of the Loaer and the Beloaed, considered the author's mystical masterpiece,
Llull himself says that, at least for its formal structure, the text depends on
Sufi mysticism. In chapter 99 of the Book of Eaast and Blanquerna, the
protagonist Blanquerna is asked to write a book for hermits and recluses on
how to contemplate. While he is thinking, he remembers how when he was
Pope, and before renouncing the papal ofEce,' a Muslim once told him that
"the Saracens have various holy men. The most esteerned among these or
any others are some people called Sufis. They offer words of love and brief
ercertpla that inspire a person to great devotion."* And so Blanquerna decided

l-^'T. Carreras i Artau, "L'obra i el pensament de R. Llull," in Obres essenciab,

Barcelona 1957, vol. 2, p. 66.

'Arrtot i Bonner, Obres selcaa di Ramrin Llull,M$orca 1989, ed. Moll, vol. 2, p. 489.

'Blanquerna, the leading character in Llull's work of the same name, led an amazing
life. The only son of rich parents, he renounced his goods and resolved to become a

contemplative. After entering a monastery he was named abbot. Thus began the ascent that
would lead him to the papal throne, from which position he reformed Christianity. But since he
wanted to realize his earliest ideal, after completing his task he resigned the papal office and
became a teacher of men and women hermits. It is interesting to note that Llull wrote this
exemplary tale prior to Celestine \Ps resignation from the papacy.

*R. Llrll, "Libre d'Evast, d'Aloma e de Blaquerna," inObres aseneiab,I, p.260. In
chapter 88 of this work he says that a messenger, going into Muslim lands, found a Book of the
Lozter and the Belooed, which told how devout men wrote songs about God and love, and how for
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to write a book according to this model, that is, with "words of love" and

"bief. exemph."

In fact the work contains evidence not only of the formal Sufi
model, but also of elements proper to the Muslim mystical tradition. Still
following Bonner, we can list two that are quite evident: "the mystical
relationship between humans and God," understood as "a relationship
between Lover and Beloved" and "the masculine natulre of these two terms

larnich / am.atf."'

These two characteristics are also found in Llull. Again, chapter 99

of the Blanquema gives a description of the Lover and the Beloved: "[T]he
lover is the devout and faithful Christian, and the Beloved is God." We find
this definition, more or less the same, many years later in the Tree of
Pbilwophy of Loue.In the Prologue, which explains the division of dre tree,

Ramon says that he will speak in 'metaphors,' and he gives some examples:

"The Beloved is God, the Lover is the one who loves God, and love signifies

charity...."o

On the other hand, the theme of the Lover and Beloved is well
attested even in Llull's earliest writings. We find it already in the Book of
Conternplation (1271-1274), even though the theme does not have the fixed
meaning it acquires after the Book of the Loaer anil tbe Beloaed. It appears in
the most important later mystical texts.'

In Islam the idea began to emerge quite early on that God is the
Beloved and that those who love him, the elect, are God's friends for whom
sometling 'more' than the ordinary paradise will be reserved. The use of
these terms later became quite common in Sufi mysticism. The Beloved may

love of God they renounced earthly goods and traveled through the world as pilgrims,

accepting povert,,; and that this book was translated. A. Soler i Lipert (it Studia lulliana, vol.

tbe Behaeil md that Llull's work was a mere translation of it. According to him, the fact that the

Book of tbe Ltaer ail tbe Bel.oued is genuinely Christian would in itself be enough to prove this'

Soler explains the conradiction between chapter 99 rnd chapter 88 of the Blanquema by saying

that chapter 99 can probably be interpreted as a "correction of his original idea." In other

words, ai first Llull thought it would be well to adoPt a literary fiction and present the book as a

translation of a Muslim work. But later he apparendy preferred to introduce the text as the

work of Blanquerna since this solution seemed more logical and allowed for a better fit into the

text of the Blnnquerna.

'A. Bot n"r, in Obres selcaes, p. 499.
uR. Lloll, "Arbre de filosofia d'amor," in Obres essencials, p.26.
TSee A. Soler i Llopart, "Origers, composici6 i dataci6 del Llibre d'amic e amag" in

Stuilia lallliana,vol. )OOil, 2,Mtiorca, ed. Moll, p. 135.
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appear, in an evocative image, dressed as a young and handsome cupbearer;
or he may become, traditionally, the unique object of love.

Lyrical images of God as the Beloved and mystics as God's friends
became widespread not only thanla to Sufi poetrlz, but also because-as
Mol6 says-they "would later become a favorite theme of the Persian,
Turkish and Urdu poets."'Llull was almost certainly acquainted with this
tradition, from which he may also have borrowed the 'masculinazation' of
the relationship between Lover and Beloved. In fact, as far as Llull is
concerned, we camot really speak of nuptial mysticism in the strict sense,
but rather of a mysticism of friendship. fu Bonner suggests, Llull probably
wanted to give a more spiritual character to the mystical relationship
between human beings and God and to emphasize its nobility, as is often the
case in Islamic tradition.' At any rate, we should stress that Llull's choice of a
mysticism based on the relationship of friendship can also be justified by the
special bond that Christ, by his coming, established with his followers. He
says: "I no longer call you servants, because a servant does not know what
lhe master is doing: I have called you friends...."'o

In any case, there are characteristic themes in Islamic mysticism
that may remind us, in some sense, of Llullian themes. For example, there is
the theme of Shituta, the 'scorn' with which holy people should be judged
by ordinary people, which is found in early Islamic mysticism. Or there is
the primordial pact between Allah and humankind, which mystics are to
recall through their asceticism. Even taking into account the differences, it is
hard not to think of the scorn heaped upon Llull's Lover," or of Llull's
concept of "first intention" with regard to the origin and end of human
beings." We can only imagine possible sources for the Sufic elements in

8Marijan 
Mo16, I mi*ici musalmani, Milan 1982, Adetphi ed., p. 51.

'A. Born er, in Obres selectes, p.499, n.3.

']n l5:15.

"Comp"r", for example, this passage from Llull: "The signs of the Beloved appear in
the Lover: for the sake of love, he lives with tribulation, longing sighs, weeping, and cares,
scorned by other people" (R. Lullo, Libro dell'anunte e dell'amato, Reggio Emilia 1978, Citti
armoniosa ed., p. 41, no. 125). [Translator's Note: I have used Mark D.Johnson's canslation of
Tbe Book of the Looer mdtbe Behaeil.Ptagraphnumbering varies from edition to edition; I have
kept the numbers from the Italian edition cited by Mancini, even though these numbers do not
always agree with those inJohnson].

"Llull distingoishes two 'intenrions' or ends assigned human beings by God. The
first 'intention' for which they were created is to love, praise, know and serve God and
neighbor; the second, which they prefer more often, is that by which they love the world and
things and strive to acquire earthly goods. The person who truly loves God must always
subordinate the second to the first. The primordial Islamic pact also requires humans to
recognize that the true end of the believer is devotion to God.
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Llullian mysticism. Most likely, however, we can mention the name of AI-
Ghazilh, a philosopher and in part a Sufi, whose works Llull knew and had
studied. Bonner suggests that another source may have been one of the most
famous Sufis, the Spanish Muslim Ibn 'Arabi, but we have no certain
evidence of this."

As to the secular elements, we know that before his conversion Llull
was quite well acquainted with troubadour lyric poetry. Perhaps he was a
troubadour himself, as his poetic texts seem to indicate. On the other hand,
his noble and chivalric upbringing plus the kind of places he visited may
have acquainted him with a whole series of elements from troubadour lyric
poetry and, more generally, from the literature of the time.

In Llull's mystical texts we find many images that can be placed, as

to their origin, in this environment. Bonner gives the example of the
concept of "unrequited love," which gives rise to "anguish and suffering."to
Lola Badia suggests the theme of the "spring" and its "waters" which,
depending on t}e situation, "assuages the pains of love or causes passion to
burn."" Often there is mention of birds that sing, lifting the spirits of the
Lover or speaking to him of his Beloved. Or there is the "garden," a

symbolic place in contemporary lyric and narrative poetry. Also present is
the idea of forced separation from the Beloved, of searching for him in
foreign lands, amid dangers and solitude. Then there is the evocative image
of dawn, found in the troubadour love tradition, which-as Badia suggests-
we find in Giraut de Bornelh and, Christianized, in Cerverf de Gerono, who
was active during Llull's youth.'u

But it is not only traditional themes that Llull borrows, after
stripping them of their earlier sensual meaning. He also borrows certain
literary forms, such as that of the "poetic dialogue," whose protagonists can

be the Lover and the Beloved, or some virtue personified, such as Love.

So far we have looked at some Llullian mystical themes that can be
traced to a non-Christian setting. But we can also find in them important
traces of the Christian mystical tradition. It is especially easy to recognize
the influences of the Augustinian-Franciscan and Cistercian schools to

"See Bonner, Obres selectes,p. 499, n. l.
'tbid., p.49e.
ttA. Bor-". and L. Badia, Ram.,in Ltull, oiila, pmsamot i obra literaria, Barcelona,

1988, Empuries ed., p. ll0. Compare also the following passage: "The Lover came to drink
from the spring where the unloving become loving when they sip its waters. And his anguish

doubled. Then the Beloved came to drink at the spring, in order to double loving in the Lover
again. And this doubled his anguish" (R. Lullo, inLibro ilellAmante e ilellAmato, p. 20, n.21).

'oSee Bonner and Badia, Rarndn Lult, p. lll.
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which Llull was linked. Anselm, Bonaventure, the Victorines, Bernard, the
Pseudo-Dionysian tradition-Llull may refer to these. There would be too
many similarities to list them all. Here we point out only the strong
Christological overtones in Llullian mysticism, its meditation on the
perfection of the divine Dignities, its rational elements, its exemplarism, its
strong intellectual thrust and the doctrine of love. There is also devotion to
Mrry.

But a summary of all these elements-Muslim, secular and
Christian-is not enough to give us a picture of Llullian mysticism. Llull by
no means limits himself to choosing and juxtaposing from these traditions
elements he deems most suitable for his purpose. He does indeed assimilate
these elements, but then he manages to re-express them and present them in
new garb, thanks to the originality of his thought. The variety of converging
motifs in Llull's mysticism is certainly no sign of contradiction. On the
other hand, he never uses any image, no matter how evocative, for purely
esthetic ends. It all flows from his particular existential experience at a
cultural crossroads; there is also a precise metaphysical reason for it. Llull
chooses an element or particular image not for its esthetic qualities, but for
its ability to become a channel for communicating virtue. If the result is
often highly evocative, this is due to Llull's spiritual and literary talent,
which is able to unite beauty and truth.

In any case, if it is true Llullian mysticism draws from a variety of
sources as to its origins, it is equally true that the mature result is genuinely
new and original. It could not be otherwise, since Llull introduces an
element from his own philosophy into his mystical works: tltat of Ars and its
operation. Bonner puts it well: "If the structure of his Ars was really
supposed to embrace every modus essendi et intelligendi, dren mystical
experience also had to be included in it.""

This does happen, especially after 1290, but we already find traces
of it earlier, in fact in the most unexpected of the mystical texts, the Book of
tbe Loaer and the Behaed. Obviously, the main subject in this "breviary of
mystical love'" is the relationship of love between the Lover and the
Beloved. But to describe this text exclusively as a work of the 'heart' would
be simplistic and wrong.

In fact it is hard to put it in a single category. It is useful here to
refer to Carreras i Artau, who said that "not only Llull's mysticism, but even
all his philosophy" is contained in this work, which presents, besides its

"See Bonner, Obru selcoes, p. 500.

"See T. Carreras i Artru, Obres esseneiak, p. 66.
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obvious poetic beauty, "a solid philosophical structure."" Let us take a
moment to examine this rich web of thought and love and see some
examples. Let us begin, like Bonner,'" with the simplest level of
interpretation by pointing out the clear relationship Llull establishes
between the soul's three faculties (memory, intellect and will) and mystical
experience. This relationship appears in many passages, inviting us to
recognize the presence and intentionality of an organized and coherent
system of thought. Let us read one of these passages, no. 131: "The love
between the Lover and the Beloved bound itself up with Memory, Intellect
and Will, so that the Lover and the beloved would not separate...."" Luter,
as we shall see, Llull speaks more about these last two powers, Intellect and
Will, placing them in the categories of ciencia ('knowledge') and amancia
('love'). Evidence of Llull's philosophy inthe Book of the Looer and the Beloaed

is not limited, however, to this first level. Also present in the text is Ars, even
though not in a systematic way and almost always subservient to literary
style. Let us give one example. In no. 38 Llull writes:

They asked the Lover why his Beloved was glorious. FIe answered:

"Because He is glory." They said to him: "Why is He powerful?" He
replied: "Because He is power." "And why is He wise?" "Because He is
wisdom." "And why is He lovable?" "Because EIe is love."'2

This passage, and others like it in the Book of tbe Louer and the

Beloaed, indicates some of the divine Dignities that are at the same time the
cornen{arnents or Principles of Ars. There are others that express a higher
degree of complexity, for example, those that deal with the nature of God
or the Trinity. On this subject let us read a final passage, even more
instructive, no.290:

'Say, fool, which is greater, difference or agreement?' He answered:

'Outside my Beloved, difference is greater in plurality and agreement is

greater in unity, but within my Beloved they are equal in plurality and

unity.'3

Behind this idea lies a fundamental concept on which the very
structure and validity of Ars is based. In fact, Llull says that the divine
Dignities, although different in trheir activity ad extra, that is, in the created

"T, Crrr".rs i Attar, Obres essmcials, p, 66.

'uA. Borrrr"r, Obres seleaes, p. 500.
ztR.Lnllo, 

Libro dellAmante e dell'Amato, p.42, no. l3l
"Ibid., pp. 23-24, no. 38.

"Ibid, p. 75,t.lo.299.
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world, are not so ad intra. They are in agreement, they are interchangeable,
and in God they constitute a single unity. The same can be said of the
related Principles of Difference and Contrariety that belong to the figure T
of. Ars. Although in the created world these Principles are greater-one in
unity, the other in plurality-this is not the case in God, in whom
everything is equality because everything is unity.

Naturally these examples are only a few of the ones, even more
elaborate, that could be cited. But the mysticism of Ramon Llull is not
limited to the Book of the Loaer and the Beloued.There are orher things to say.

From 1290 on, the presence of Ars in Llull's mystical works is more
recognizable, pardy because it is obvious, pardy because it is mentioned
specifically. In fact, it is during this period that Llull declares his intention to
write two groups of works, one in the category of ciencia, the other in the
category of arnancia.T

Each group would consist of an Ars and an Arhre. Thus he wrote
the Ars inaentiaa aeritatis (1290) and the Arbre de ciencia (,,Tree of
Knowledge"l295-96), as well as the Art amatiua (L290) and the Arbre de
Filosofia d'anaor ("Tree of Philosophy of Love" l2g8)."

In the Art arnatiaa Llull clearly states that he intends to examine
love, which is under the direction of the will, following the Principles of Ars,
just as he had done for knowledge inthe Ars inaentiaa. Direct proof that this
was his plan can be seen in the fact that the two Artes (Inaentiaa and
Amatiua) have the same nine absolute Principles (Goodness, Greatness,
Eternity, Power, Wisdom, Will, Virtue, Truth and Glory) and the same
nine relative Principles (Difference, Agreement, Opposition, Beginning,
Middle, End, Superiority, Equality and Inferiority). Thus these two works
can be considered sisters.

As a matter of fact he says: "We are writing this Art arnatiaa il
which antancia is given and shown, as was ciencia inthe Art inaentiaa...for just
as knowledge is placed under tfie heading of intellect, so love is placed under
the heading of will."'o A further definition can be found in the Table of the

2aMore precisely, we must say that Llult planned to write tn Ars rnd an Arbre for
each of the three powers of the human soul. But in fact he finished only the works on the
intellect and the will.

2tThe Italian translation of the Arbre dc fihsofa d'amorwilLsoon be published, edited
by me, in the mptical series by Edizioni Francescane del Messaggero.

'oR.Ll.ull, Art o*otiaa, in Obres ile Ramdn Llall,Palma 1906-1950, Galm6s ed., XWI,
p.4.
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Art amntian "Arnancia refers to the will which loves, just as ciencia rcfers to
the intellect which understands.""

What is to be examined is not just love in its affective dimension,
but specifically am.ancia, which may be defined as the more 'scientific' form
of love. Through the Principles and methods of Ars, which are also those of
knowledge, Llull wishes to lead us to love.

On the other hand, we must not forget that for Llull ciencia has no
end in itself. While it does, through its operation, strive to attain knowledge
of God, this is always accompanied by the dimension of love. Llull insists in
Iis Art amatiua on the close relationship that exists between ciencia urd,
amancia. He says: "[T]hrough amancia we attain ciencia, and through ciencia
we attain arnancia." He also stresses that "without ciencia, amancia is
deficient, and without arnancia, ciencia is [deficient]."" In fact, the link
between ciencia and amoncia, between "to know" and "to love," can be found
in all of Llull's works, even the earliest. fu Sala Molins writes: "The concern
to highlight the profound convergence between knowledge and love is not a
fruit of Llull's old age."" Let us simply say that in the Art an atiaa he gave
explicit stmcture and form to his plan.

Within the scope of this plan, as if to exempliiz the relationship
between these two parts of Ar1 scientific and mystical, Llull wrote a short
work, the Flmters of Loae and. Flowers of Understanding. lnthony Bonner has

recendy prepared a critical edition ofthis text."'

Here we can see the combinatory mechanics of Ars clearly at work.
Llull places ciencia wd,er Wisdom (a divine Dig"rty and a Principle of Ars)
and indicates it with the letter F. He does the same for arnancia, placing it
under Will (another Dignity and Principle) and indicating it with the letter
G. Next Llull proceeds to combine the letter G in all possible ways with all
the other leffers (BCG, BDG, BEG, BFG etc), representing in turn one
Principle of Ars and one divine Dignity. Then he proceeds to all
combinations containing the letter F. The 'mixture' of ciencia and amancia
takes place whenever there is a combination containing the letters G and F.
Described in this way, it may seem rather abstruse, but once the mechanics
are understood, interpretation becomes possible.

"R. Lloll, Taula of Art amatizta,in Obres ile fu.ntin Llull,MI, p. 389.

'tbid., p.4.

"See L. Sala Molins, "Prologue to the Arbre de Philosophie d'amour," h Lulle,
Paris, 1967, Aubier Montaigne ed., p. 203.

"'Irli" obrr, ,rleaes,vol.2, p. 499.
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Here is an example. Corresponding to every combination of letters
is a combination of Principles, which can be either the divine Dignities or
the relative Principles. When the letters CFG are combined, this means that
the particular passage deals with: C which corresponds to the Dignity of
Greatness and the relative Principle of Concord; F which corresponds to
Wisdom and Middle; G which corresponds to Will and End. Here is such a

passage, 19 CFG: "The Lover was saying to the [other] lovers that since
Wisdom and Will are the same in his Beloved, his Beloved loves greatness in
loving and greatness in knowing in the same way.""

We could give other interesting examples, but we cannot spend any
more time on this, since we must still take a quick look at Llull's last great
mystical work: the Tree of Pbihsophy of Loae.

What we have is a very important text in which almost all the
elements of Llullian mysticism are present and fully developed. The work is
certainly not easy to read, but we believe it cannot be ignored if we wish to
understand fully the elements that make up Llullian mysticism. Composed
in Paris in 1298 and dedicated to the King and Queen of France, the Tree of
Phihnphy of Loae represents "the final moment in the Llullian doctrine of
love,"" iust as the Book of Contemplation marked its beginning. Being the
"final moment," this work is also best able to answer, and t}us justiSr, the
question that is the title of our paper.

First of all, let us say this work also insists on the fundamental link
between ciencia and aruancia, both at the beginning and at the end of the text,
which is instructive in this regard. At the end we read that whoever learns

well how to use tlris Tree will be able, thanks to it, to learn the sciences

"easily and methodically. ""

Indeed, through this same method we have given for multiplying love and

the act of loving, one can multiply science and wisdom in the knowledge of
the Beloved, his secrets and the secrets of his creatures, since love and

understanding...help one another for tle growth of science and love.

Therefore rlis Tree will be of great use to those who love Philosophy of
Knowledge and Philosophy of Love."

The Prologue is equally clear: "Being in Paris and intent upon
doing great good through the method of knowledge, yet unable to

"R. Lloll, "Flors d'amors et d'intel-ligencia," in A. Bonner, Obres sebcus, p. 507

"T. C"rr".", i futau, p. 67.
33Here Llull means "through th e operrtiot of Ars."

'\.Llrtll, Arbrt de fihsofia il'mor,in Obres essenciab, p.78.
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accomplish his plan, Ramon dreamt of doing great good through the
method of love."" He sought refuge in a beautiful forest near Paris so that,
undisturbed, he might write a Tree of Loae. There he met alady, Philosophy
of Love, who was weeping because she had few lovers, while her sister,
Philosophy of Knowledge, had many admirers. This happened despite the
fact that human beings, when they began to learn the sciences, began to love
them thanls to Philosophy of Love. But they forgot and devoted themselves
to the sciences alone. Here Llull stresses once again that the purpose for
which humans were created is not only to know, but also to love. The
Philosophy of Love says:

It is not envy or pride that cause me to complain; I weep because most
people do not know how to love; if they knew how to love as well as they
know how to acquire understanding, the entire world would be in perfect
order, thanks to my sister and me; then it would pursue the end for which it
was created ....'u

But since Philosophy of Knowledge and Philosophy of Love are
"sisters," Llull tells the lady that he has already written an "Ars of good and
true love" and that he wants to write a Tree of Loae which he will name, in
her honor, the Tree of Philonphy of Loae. This Tree is divided into roots,
trunk, limbs, branches, flowers and fruit, and follows the divisions of the
Tree of l0nwledge.Each of these sections deals with the theme of love, since
"through the knowledge oflove one acquires, one can order and dispose his
will to love." The principal aim of the book is "to know and discover the
nature and essence of love and its secrets," so that the will might be disposed
to love "good and great love" and to avoid "evil and false love." According to
Llull, one must proceed according to the dictates and principles of the Art
arnatiol. and to this he remains faithful, even though in the course of the
text we can see certain variations in register. fu T. Carreras i Artau pointed
out: "The work combines four different tendencies: the lyricism of the Book

of tbe Loaer and the Behaed, the operation of the Ars generale borrowed from
the Art Amatiua, the symbolism of the Tree of ltn mlledge, the allegorical form
and romanticized imagery of tJre troubadours ....""

fu we can see, all or nearly all the elements considered so far are
together here. The text is striking for the variety of tones it adopts; but as

always, we notice that each, from a particular point of view, helps to achieve

tJre purpose of the work. One part of the text above all is striking in its

"Ibid., vol. 2, p.25.
'olbid.

"T, C"r."ras i Artau, p. 67.
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originality. It is the part found h the Accidents of Loae, which is included in
the section on the Leaaes of the Tree. This brief section tells of the Lover
and his lovesickness, his imprisonment and condemnation to death for
sohrearuor, and finally his death in Jerusalem. This mystical tale, of
considerable literary worth, is constructed in the form of a "continuous
allegory," to use Lola Badia's h"ppy expression." At certain points it attains
the heights of the Book of tbe Lotser and the Beloael. On the whole it could not
be more different from the general part of the work, which is closely linked
to the mechanics of Ars and rather hard to interpret. At any rate, the Tree of
Pbilosopby of Loae remains a basic worlg a kind of liunus test of Llullian
mysticism, precisely because the leading themes of Llull's thought appear in
it.

Before concluding, we need to mention, for the sake of greater
completeness, the theory of correlatives, whose presence we observe in the
Tree.

Along with his definition of the Principles of Being, Llull also
speaks of the Principles of the Action of Being. In other words, he has a

dynamic concept of being. He afErms not only God's action ad extra (which
is contingent as far as creation is concerned), but also the necessary action of
the divine Persons ad intra. Both of these actions, as conceived by Llull, can
be understood by human beings. The concept of a fundamental and
necessary dynamism within the divine Persons and Dignities arises from a

particular metaphysical consideration, emphasized by C. Lohr. For Llull,
"we cannot really describe a thing as good if it does not produce a good..""

Thus in God there is obra ('action'), since to be is to act. This
concept is well expressed in one of the questions in the Tree of Phihnphy of
Loae. The Lover asks Love why the Beloved has action in himself. Love
replies: "[This is] so that he might be perfect in and through himself, since
nothing can be perfect or complete without action. Indeed, being and action
are greater than being alone."*

Llull extends the ontological principle of the action of being to the
whole structure of creation. He makes it an absolute principle, a key to
understanding God, his Dignities, human beings and created things. He
expresses this dynamism proper to all being in his language. Lllull
introduces the terminology of correlatiaes. Correlative terms, which
correspond to three concepts, are indicated by the three suffixes -tioum, -bile

"A. Boon"r and L. Badia, p. 147.

"C. LoIo, 'Raymond Llulle," in Diaionnaire de Spiritualitd, Paris, I988, Beauchesne,

vol. )OII, p. 182.
*R. Lloll", "Arbre de filosofia d'amor," in Obres Essenciabvol.2,p,74.
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and, -are (in Catalan -tiu, -blc and -are). These express the correlation
between the active principle, the object and the act itself. (fhe act also
represents the relation between the other two terms.) That the correlatives
are three flows from the simple fact that every action requires an active
principle, an object that receives the action, and the relation between the
two. For example, in the action of remembering there is the memoy, the
object remembered and the act of remembering, which links the principle
and the object. Without every one of these elements, the action would be
impossible. Therefore correlative terms are also mutually coessential, like
that which they express.

We have said that the divine Dignities, too, must be understood not
only in their being, but also in their action. In Llull's mind, the divine
Dignities carurot remain 'idle,' for if they did, there would be 'privation' in
God (since being conceived as a productive principle is superior to mere
being), "w[dch," says Llull, "is imposible."n'

And so every divine Dignity-Goodness, Greatness, Eternity,
Power etc.-is described according to the theory of correlatives. For
example, in Bonea ('Goodness') we have the Bonificatiu, the active principle;
the Bonificable, the object that receives the action; and the Bonificare, the act,
and therefore the relation between the other two terms.a2 The same applies
to all the other Dignities.

This description also holds for reality in general and for human
beings in particular. In every faculty of the human mind and in every power
of the human body Llull sees a form, a matter, and their conjunction or
relation. In the will, for example, there is the aolitiu, the aolible and the aoler
which represents their conjunction; in the intellect there is the intel-lectiu,
the intel-ligible and the entendre, and so forth.

Such language, introduced by Llull to express his dynamic
conception of being (and thus unfamiliar in both Catalan and Latin), was
perhaps borrowed from the Arabic. On the other hand, one of the specific
aims of this theory is closely linked to his efforts to make the Christian
doctrine of the Trinity intellectually accessible, even to those who do not
accept it on faith, for example the Muslims.

For Llull, the fact that everything on the scale of being fits this
triadic description is no more than a reflection of the fact that "in one
perfecdy simple essence and divine nature there is a trinity of Persons:

*'Ibid.

"Co-p"."r "Actus bonitatis dico bonificatilrrm, bonificabile, bonificare," R. Lullus,
Viu Coeunea in Raynundi Lalli opera htina, ch. 26, p.290.
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Father, Son and Holy Spirit."n' But discovery of the dynamism within being
is not just a tool for apologetics. The equality posited between being and
action leads to a more complex view of God and his Dignities, which creates
in the mystical relationship a strong analogical and participative dimension.

The Lover's awareness that the Dignities are eternally and
intrinsically productive leads him to contemplate their actions, in which he
detects a likeness to his faculties and their maruler of operation. He
discovers the very basis of the fact that he can contemplate and know God:
because he has been created in the image and likeness of his Creator. fu
Bonner and Badia say: "The discovery of a likeness to the divine essence in
the structure of the rational human soul makes it possible for human beings
to know and attain their desired union with God."*

Conclusions
We have come to the end of our brief look at the themes of Llullian

mysticism. If we think back over the different elements we have examined in
summary fashion, we realize that the definition we sought at the beginning
still eludes us in part.

We might try, as others have done, to capture Llullian mysticism in
a formula. Alberto Varvaro, for example, has spoken of "rational fever,"
referring to the fact that not even the most passionate love of God escapes

Llull's need to structure everything rationally. To describe Llullian
mysticism in general we could perhaps borrow the words of Sala Molins
about the Book of Contemplation, which he describes as "a mystical and
rational journey."*' Both of these formulas are useful, yet they evoke again
the objective problem of grasping Llull's mystical doctrine as a whole.

Llull is called the Enligbtened Doctor, but after the enlightenment he
received on Mount Randa, after his mysterious encounter with God there,
he adopted an active rather than a contemplative attitude. His great
reformer's mind influenced both his work and his life, in which the primacy
of action stands out. Sala Molins notes that Llull's characters are "obsessed
by the idea of action."* Each of them has a task to finish; only after they
have 'acted' in and for the world can they dedicate themselves solely to
contemplation, which appears as a kind of reward for their earthly
vicissitudes.

*'R. Lloll, "Vita coetania," in Obres essencials, p. 45, n. 100.
#A. Bonner and L. Badia, p. 73.

"L. s"la Molit s, p. 136.
*Ibid., p. 50.
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This attitude reflects, after all, Llull's own life in which the space

gained by mysticism, although important, sometimes seems like "a
temporary pause along the path of action," as Llinares wrote.aT

Throughout his life Llull certainly tried to aftain what he
considered to be the true end for which we were created: to know and love
God. In his attempt, the mystical life that leads to union with God was often
crisscrossed and permeated by the life of reason, and vice versa, so that they
are hard to separate. Llull was certainly not a soul in search of
"liquefaction.'*rUnion with God, the Beloved, which humans seek freely, is
neither loss nor self-annihilation, but a supreme moment in which they find
themselves, their true glory as creatures, and see clearly the purpose for
which they were created.

In Llull's contemplation of God, love and intellect are both present.
There are some peak moments when love has the upper hand, others when
the ascent takes place through the intellect. If we take the Tree of Philonphy
of Loae, we find, along with the 'artistic' operation that runs throughout the
worlg the concept of sobrearnw. This word is hard to translate. It refers to
something overwhelming, a powerful force that tears the Lover apart and
causes him to die of love. Perhaps this is what Llull experienced.

The Book of the Loaer and the Beloued, which seems to offer a sample
of Llullian mysticism, also presents contrasting views. On the one hand,
Llull says that the intellect is superior to the will in the way that leads to
Godr "The Lover asked the Intellect and Will which was closer to his
Beloved. The two ran a race, but the Intellect reached the Beloved faster
than the Will."4'On the other hand, Llull says that he belongs completd to
love: "They asked the Lover where he was from. He replied: 'From love.'
'What are you made oO' 'Love.' 'Who conceived you?' 'Love'...."t0

If we want to find an answer, we will probably have to take the
direction already indicated by Bonner and Badia" and read the passage that
offers not only the key to interpreting the Book of tbe Loaer and tbe Beloaed,

but also, more generally, the key to understanding the complex structure of
Llullian mysticism:

The Lover went to find his Beloved through the paths of nourishing,

sensing, imagining, understanding, and willing. On those paths the Lover

*'A. Llinrr.., Rtrnrin Llall,Barcelona 1987, Edicions 62,p.259
*L. s"h Moli* , p. 137 .

4R. Llullo, Ir&ro dellAmante e ilell'Amato, p.20, no. 18.

'tbid., p. 35, no. 98
t'A. Bonner and L. Badia, p. I 13.
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faced danger and anguish for his Beloved, in order to raise his Intellect and

Will to his Beloved. The Beloved wishes His Lovers to understand and love

Himhighly."

Flere, presented in its entirety, is the mystical journey of humans as Llull
intended it. This journey, if it is to reach completeness and lead to the

perfection of human nature, must pass through every level of being: from
vegetal to rational and tfuough intellect and will, powers with which humans

must know and love 'highly.' In other words, they must love God with their
whole self and bring their entire self in love. Only if we consider Llull's
mystical journey in rhese terms can we hope to understand its meaning and

nature.

In conclusion, we must remember that, for Ramon Llull, those who

contemplate God and see his beauty must look for other 'lovers.'The Lover
rises "to the heights of the Beloved," but then he must return to the world of
action to remind human beings of their true end. This was the destiny of
Llull, in whom we sense both a need for action and nostalgia for a life of
contemplation. It is as if the two souls of Martha and Mary, mentioned in
the goipel of Luke," were fused together in him. Llull knew that
contemplation is "the better part," and perhaps he would have liked to make

it his eiclusive choice; but he also felt an urgent need, which he could not
deny, to act so that God might be known and loved by others.

t'F..Llollo, Libro ilellAmante e ilell'Amato, p. 80, no. 320.
t3See Lk l0:38.


